What happened to the crime scene evidence that was gathered? The photographs taken at the crime scene would contradict
the statements the sheriff's officials gave to the media at the time. Protocol standards and guidelines wee never adhered to.
The immediate and outlying areas of the rural property were never secured to prevent any evidence from being disturbed or
contaminated. Why did sheriff's officials refuse G.B.I. assistance, stating at the time "they did not want an outside agency
involved" and would not cooperate with them on the case? Someone should be held accountable for these decisions and be
required to answer questions of what happened to any scene evidence that was gathered. These gaffs are likely why the case
has not been solved and what authorities wish to prevent from becoming public knowledge. Was the crime preserved in the
first place and if so where is the evidence? Have sheriff officials since lost the scene evidence?
Is it possible that a "citizen's review panel" could look into how this case was conducted? Oh, that's right. officials in
Houston County are a self contained judiciary system and are so ethical, that they are above oversight by a lowly civil
review of their activities by a group of common everyday citizens.
Any critical look at this investigation will show that Houston County officials have demonstrated an egregious and willful
indifference to standard investigative protocol, acting with outright intentional disregard of accountability. Justice delayed is
most certainly justice denied, going on thirty years is another day justice is denied. The years this case has gone cold are
more years than most prison sentences except for the most despicable crimes.
This severely flawed cold case is a "travesty of justice." The only way true justice will prevail in this bungled case is if
midstate and Houston County citizens take note and pressure government officials to uncover what went wrong in this case.
This should be undertaken with no regard with what the truth would expose about how this case has been conducted.

